The week ahead: week 37
25-29 September 2023

Monday 25 September

- Working Paper Banks’ credit loss forecasts lessons from supervisory data by Martin Birn
  Contact: Martin Hood, martin.hood@bis.org

Tuesday 26 September

- Basel III monitoring report for H2 2022
  Contact: Alan Soughley, alan.soughley@bis.org

Wednesday 27 September

- Agustín Carstens speaks at the BIS Innovation Hub and Financial Stability Institute conference Legal aspects of central bank digital currencies
  Contact: Andreas Adriano, andreas@adriano@bis.org

- Working Paper CBDC and the operational framework of monetary policy by Galo Nuño and co-authors
  Contact: Martin Hood, martin.hood@bis.org

Thursday 28 September

- WE ARE IN Macroeconomics and Finance conference bringing together female economists co-organised by the Bank for International Settlements, Sveriges Riksbank, The Centre for Economic Policy Research and the European Central Bank; more information on the website
  Contact: Louise Egan, louise.egan@bis.org

- Conclusion of BIS Innovation Hub Project Mariana, on cross-border exchange of wholesale CBDCs using automated market-makers
  Contact: Andreas Adriano, andreas@adriano@bis.org

- Fernando Restoy opens a session on Supervisory Review and Evaluation Process at the 7th Single Supervisory Mechanism & European Banking Federation Boardroom Dialogue Frankfurt
  Contact: Emma Claggett, emma.claggett@bis.org
Friday 29 September

- Cecilia Skingsley participates in a fireside chat with Per von Zelowitz on the BIS Innovation Hub work and partnership with the NY Innovation Center at the Fourth NY Fed Research Conference on Fintech: Artificial intelligence and digital assets; more information on the website Contact: Andreas Adriano, andreas@adriano@bis.org
  
- Working Paper The impact of green investors on stock prices by Gong Cheng, Benoît Mojon and co-authors
  Contact: Martin Hood, martin.hood@bis.org

Disclaimer: Please note that this information is provided for planning purposes only. The schedule is subject to change and publications and events may change. The views expressed in Working Papers and other research publications are those of the authors and not necessarily those of the BIS. For general queries, or if you are interested in a background briefing with any of the authors, please contact Global Media and Public Relations at media@bis.org. Note that as of 1 September, our email address has changed from press@bis.org previously.